An eye - catching, self - learning installation on
data and privacy you can easily set up and host
for your own event, organisation or space.
We hear a lot about misinformation, disinformation and
conspiracy theories these days. But what makes a piece of
information reliable or unreliable? Is something “misinformation”
if it simply presents an opinion we don’t agree with? And what
role do new technologies and social media platforms play
in how misinformation spreads and the impact it has on our
culture, politics and society?
This exhibition explores what misinformation is, why it’s shared
and how it spreads. Find out how we, the individual users, take
part through our many clicks, likes and shares. Learn about the

So far, there have been over 375 Glass Room Community
Edition events around the world, reaching over 270,000
people – with many more events planned. When you host
a Glass Room Community Edition event, you join a global
conversation on data and privacy.

business models, design practices and habits that create an

You can see where other events are taking place at

environment where misinformation can spread or go viral. And

www.theglassroom.org

understand how misinformation becomes normalised, and how
the decisions made by the gatekeepers of technologies can
influence our behaviours and opinions

The Glass Room Misinformation Edition, originally launched in
2020 and updated in 2022 explores how social media and the
web have changed the way we read information and react to it.

The Glass Room’s newest Community Edition exhibition is an

We present new types of influencers, the new and old tactics

eye -catching, self -learning installation exploring misinformation,

they use, and the role we the users and consumers play in the

influence and opinion making. You can easily set up and host

way information flows and changes within that flow. We also

your own event. This manual gives an overview of the objects

examine the relationship between personal data, targeting and

included in this edition, how to set-up the exhibition and what

our opinions, views and behaviours, as well as the business

tools and space is needed to host.

models behind it.

We hear a lot about misinformation, disinformation and con-

not as easy as it sounds, and how the term “fake news” is as

spiracy theories these days. Is misinformation simply opinions

much a problem as the news it describes. Dive into the world

we do not agree with or is it more complicated than that? What

of deepfakes, which are now so realistic that they are virtually

is it, how does it work, what effect does it have on us individ-

impossible to detect. And find out why social media platforms

uals and on society at large? What role does technology and

are designed to keep us hooked, and how they can be used to

social media play in how information is spread, proliferating in

change our minds.

different channels and impacting the way we learn, communicate and make vital decisions about ourselves and others.

You can read our free Data Detox Kit, which reveals different
ways misinformation disguises itself and gives you tips on

This exhibition is aimed at people of all ages, we explore how

how to find verifiable information on the internet. Learn why it

social media and the web have changed the way we read

benefits everyone around us when we take more care about

information and react to it. Learn why finding “fake news” is

what we share.

Hosting The Glass Room Misinformation Edition (Easyprint Version)
The Easyprint Edition is a set of A3 and A4 prints and digital

There are versions available in over 15 languages. If you’d like

objects (apps and animations) that can be set up in any space,

to know more, please email us at events@tacticaltech.org.

such as a library, school or classrooms. The exhibit is easy to
produce and can be adapted. Generally, visitors browse the
exhibits for between five to 15 minutes.

For the Easyprint version, the intervention works best in classrooms and libraries, where the exhibition can be easily set - up.
The visitors can spend a few minutes looking at the display,

It’s easy, fun and economical to set up, so just about anyone can

animations and apps. Alongside the exhibition there is a “Data

host their exhibition and start a conversation on data, privacy

Detox Bar”, where visitors can pick up a Data Detox Kit – an

and information.

easy - to-read printed guide to data and privacy, so they can

For the The Glass Room Misinformation Edition, there are three
versions available:
• Poster: Our original version (75 x 75 cm, 150 x 75 cm)
• Easyprint: A3 / A4, self - printed sets ideal for classrooms
• Outdoor: Large banners (340 x 173 cm) printed on PVC and
mounted on metal fencing ideal for open-air events

learn how to take practical steps to improve their digital lives.
The Easyprint version only requires about 15 sqm of space, with
walls and some optional tables to display the exhibition. A Glass
Room event can be as short as a day or can be two weeks or
more – it’s up to hosts to decide what will work best for them.

What’s in The Glass Room Misinformation Edition?
(Easyprint Version)

HOOKED

DEEP FUTURE
How will deepfake video technology
change “your” life and how will it change
how we see others?
YOUR SPEECH
In the digital world, the movement of your mouth
can be altered, the sound of your voice can be
replicated, the content of your speech can be
beautified, too. Your mouth is like a blank canvas
that can be made to express literally anything. Is
there anything you wouldn’t want people to think
you said? Or that you would like to say but can’t?
Now deepfake technology can change all of that.

YOUR PERSONALITY
Automated actions like auto - fill already help us send
quick replies or fill in forms without us having to
think about what to do or say – but how does this
change who we are to others?

Will we ever trust videos again?

As a product of the information age, smartphones
promote communication and make our lives more
convenient. They have quickly become an “intimate
companion”, while sucking up more and more of
our time. In the past, we assumed that addiction
was mostly chemical, but now we know behavioural
addiction is real: each day, people spend at least
three hours on their phones. In 2019, Chinese
netizens spent an average of 5.69 hours a day on
their mobiles, a fivefold increase since 2017. This
project aims to make people more aware of the
time they spend on their phones, and encourage
them to use them less.
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HOW YOUR PHONE
IS DESIGNED TO GRAB
YOUR ATTENTION

The Sound Alert
A ring, a quack or a loud vibrate; sonic nudges demand attention.
The Smart Notification
An alert that responds directly to your needs and schedules, trained
by machine learning and artificial intelligence, maximises the chances
that you will respond.

The Read Receipt
Sent / Delivered / Read. Visual cues to show the status of a message.
The Loot Box
Gaming currency or money that can be traded for a randomised,
possibly rare, return.

The Smartwatch
Spreading notifications across devices, such as a wearable smartwatch,
means notifications are never far away and always in the back of your
mind.

The Like
Whether it’s a thumbs up or a love heart, these features are the ultimate
dopamine boost.

When was the last time you checked your phone because you felt it buzz?

Should we be blaming ourselves for not being
able to put down our phones?

Can you think of an app where one of these design tricks is used?
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IT MAKES EVERYTHING
SEEM URGENT
Sounds and movements can create a strong sense of
urgency. You may find yourself especially sensitive
to alerts, vibrations and visuals.

The Typing Bubble
An animated bubble that indicates someone is typing in real time,
building anticipation.

Gmail’s Smart Compose can write practically anything in your name and imitate
your personal writing style: it can finish emails for you, respond to your colleagues
or members of your family, it might even flirt for you.

In India in early 2020, a local politician created a deepfake video of himself
that was distributed widely on WhatsApp, which made him seem like he was
speaking a language he did not know.

IT REWARDS YOU
FOR EVERYTHING
We all know that warm, fuzzy feeling when someone
likes your post. Simple design tactics can feed into
this sense of validation, even if it’s knowing that
someone is typing a response.
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1. Go to Settings, then to
Digital Wellbeing & Parental Controls. You’ll
see a big circle showing your viewing number for today.
2. Press on the circle and you’ll get a different screen with a bar chart and
today’s date.
3. By the date, press on the left arrow to show your total screen time for
yesterday – your last full day, and take a note of it.
4. Below the total you’ll see a list of apps and the time used on each.
5. These steps show your daily usage. Multiply the time used on each app
by 7, to find the weekly usage. (i.e. 30 min x 7 = 3.5 hours)
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1. Go to Settings, then to
Screen Time.
2. Go to
See All Activity.
3. At the top select “Week” view.
4. Start scrolling down and a banner will appear at the top with “This
Week’s” data
5. Click the left arrow to show “Last Week’s” data.
6. Below the graph, under “Most Used”, you’ll see a list of apps and the
time used on each.
Please note
These apps are only available on iPhone iOS 12 (September 2018) or later
and on Android version 9 (August 2018) or later.

* https://kommandotech.com/statistics/how-much-time-does-the-average-person-spend-on-their-phone/
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Web browsing including Safari,
Chrome, Firefox
Chat apps including WhatsApp,
Telegram,Signal, Snapchat
Facebook

Twitter
Instagram
Music including Spotify, Apple Music
Video including YouTube, TikTok
Other

IT MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE
YOU’RE GETTING AHEAD

IT MAKES IT EASY
TO KEEP GOING

Do you want to be more popular? Quantifying friends
and interactions means that you will naturally spend
more time online to try to expand your social circle.

There is no dead end on the internet. Frictionless
design combined with bottomless content means
that you can stay online for hours even without
thinking about it.

If you use different apps in the same category, for example lots of chat apps, just
add them all up to get a rough number of hours and minutes.

If you have an iPhone

5
1
2

In s
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LOOK UP THE TIME YOU
SPEND IN EACH CATEGORY
Once you have found your screen time, take note of the time you spend in these
categories:

The Follower Count
A simple way to display popularity within a platform. Little is done
to differentiate between real people you know and care about and
people you won’t remember tomorrow.
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If you have an Android phone
hours

Recent iPhones and Android devices have builtin apps that allow you to check how much time
you spend on your phone. On this poster, you
can add your own screen times – anonymously of
course – alongside lots of other people’s screen
times, so we can all get a picture of how much
we are attached to our phones.
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ARE YOU
HOOKED?

For most of us, our mobile phones are with us
nearly all the time: either in our hands, in our
pockets or by our bedside when we sleep. One
recent study found that smartphone owners check
their phone on average 58 times per day.*
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HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED
HOW MUCH TIME YOU SPEND
ON YOUR MOBILE PHONE?
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The project “thispersondoesnotexist.com” shows how easy it is to create realistic
but fake portraits of humans. What happens if we start to see videos with people
taking part in political events that never happened?
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l

Today more than 95 % of these types of deepfakes put people’s faces into unpleasant
and compromising positions on other people’s bodies. Consider which real - life
scenes you would not want to be transferred into, like parties, protests or even
riots that you were never at.

c ia

c ia

YOUR MEMORY
There seem to be no limits to how we can improve
the way we present ourselves. In fact, we don’t have
to be ourselves at all. Are you always sure that the
person you are watching in a video is real?

So

So

YOUR FACE
Fun video filters on social media can already swap
your face in a video with a cute animal or your
favourite film star, or can transport your face into
different scenarios.
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THEN ON THE POSTER
1

2

Specific Screen Time
The outer circle – the iris – is divided into categories. Starting
at the outer edge of the pupil, draw a line towards the outside
of the iris until you reach the number of hours used on that
type of app (in a week)

The Autoplay
An automatic, tailored content generator that serves you something
new before you have a chance to turn away.

The Experience Meter
A progress count on social apps and role- playing games that shows a
dedication to the platform.

Average Screen Time

The Checkpoint
Milestones in games and apps (such as a usage streak or level) create
an urge to keep going.

The Boosted Post
Viral or not, reblogging, retweeting or otherwise having your content
shared by others is one of the strongest ways to indicate social
acceptance.

The centre circle – the pupil – shows the time spent on your
phone on average in one day. Fill in the dots accordingly.
For example, for 3.5 hours, fill in 3 dots and a half dot.

The Infinite Scroll
Popular among social media apps, the never-ending feed of content
that ensures trance - like engagement.
Pull to Refresh
A pull and release technique used in slot machine games that translates
perfectly onto the smartphone screen.

Do you remember the last time you shared something that went viral?

YOUR BODY

YOUR AFTER LIFE

Deepfake videos can make your body move in
different ways – your arms, legs or your whole body
can be seen doing things it normally can’t. This
technology can be fun but it can also be used by
others to make your body do things you never did.

Will we eventually get used to creating digital
versions of ourselves from different periods of our
lives as easily as we upload our DNA to ancestry
services or create a realistic 3D- printed model?
Will we be able to make ourselves digitally available
forever?

Recent research from the University of California Berkeley shows how deep
learning algorithms can transfer a professional dancers’ moves onto the bodies
of amateurs. This same technology is used by some advertising companies to
produce ads that are personalised for different users by presenting them with
body types and movements tailored to their online preferences.

DeepFuture | 4 of 8

In the film industry, the use of digitally augmented humans such as the appearance
of a digital Carrie Fisher in 2016’s Rogue One: A Star Wars Story may become the
norm. Think of holograms used to create new “live” performances by deceased
artists. What would your future afterlife video look like?
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The Glass Room Misinformation Edition comes with a full setup
manual and consists of:
9 Easy-to-print posters
• Introduction – poster introducing the edition
• Deep Future – how “deepfake” technology could change
your lives.
• Hooked – a visualisation exploring the time we spend on our
phones.
• Are You Hooked? – an interactive poster where visitors can
find out how long they spend on their devices and add their
own data to the chart.
• How Your Phone is Designed to Grab Your Attention –
explore the tricks and techniques used by online apps and
tools to keep us dependent on our mobile phones.

• Google Society – a visualisation exploring Google’s parent
company Alphabet, and what they know about us.
• We All Share – Find out what makes us share content.
• We All Have Opinions – How do you feel misinformation
impacts you?
• We Are All Connected – What is the true cost of connecting
everyone?

Smartphones are fun and useful. But they’re powerful are not only found in your smartphone, but
tools of seduction. Every feature, colour and sound tablets, computers, gaming consoles, smart h
has been ‘optimised’ by teams of designers and appliances – you name it. Check out some o
psychologists to keep you hooked and coming persuasive design strategies below. How ma
back for more. And these persuasive designs them look familiar?

When was the last time you swiped and scrolled without thinking?
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How to Assemble

IT REWARDS YOU
FOR EVERYTHING

IT MAKES EVERYTHING
SEEM URGENT

We all know that warm, fuzzy feeling when someone
likes your post. Simple design tactics can feed into
this sense of validation, even if it’s knowing that
someone is typing a response.

Sounds and movements can create a strong sense of
urgency. You may find yourself especially sensitive
to alerts, vibrations and visuals.

of paper.

The Sound Alert
A ring, a quack or a loud vibrate; sonic nudges demand attention.

The Typing Bubble
An animated bubble that indicates someone is typing in real time,
building anticipation.

• Posters are printed on A3 and A4 single sided sheets

The Smart Notification
An alert that responds directly to your needs and schedules, trained
by machine learning and artificial intelligence, maximises the chances
that you will respond.

The Read Receipt
Sent / Delivered / Read. Visual cues to show the status of a message.
The Loot Box
Gaming currency or money that can be traded for a randomised,
possibly rare, return.

The Smartwatch
Spreading notifications across devices, such as a wearable smartwatch,
means notifications are never far away and always in the back of your
mind.

The Like
Whether it’s a thumbs up or a love heart, these features are the ultimate
dopamine boost.

When was the last time you checked your phone because you felt it buzz?

IT MAKES YOU
FEEL EMOTIONAL

HOW YOUR PHONE
IS DESIGNED TO GRAB
YOUR ATTENTION

Content that makes you feel fearful, disgusted or
angry is most likely to become viral – whether it’s
true of false. Be it from product reviews, shocking
news or a life hack, the internet is made for these
bite-sized chunks of information.
The Click Bait
The use of sensationalist, dishonest of made-up headlines designed to
make you click and share.

Should we be blaming ourselves for not being
able to put down our phones?

The A / B Test
A/B tests track engagement, change headlines, layout, design and
content based on what gets the most attention.
The Viral Meme
A combo of image and text, designed for quick re-shares. They provoke
a reaction and hold your attention.
Can you remember the last time you shared something because it made
you think “Wow!”?

Can you think of an app where one of these design tricks is used?
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• A total 36 of A4 sheets of paper and a total 19 of A3 sheets
• You don’t have to print and display all 9 posters,

IT MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE
YOU’RE GETTING AHEAD

IT MAKES IT EASY
TO KEEP GOING

IT GIVES YOU FOMO
(FEAR OF MISSING OUT)

Do you want to be more popular? Quantifying friends
and interactions means that you will naturally spend
more time online to try to expand your social circle.

There is no dead end on the internet. Frictionless
design combined with bottomless content means
that you can stay online for hours even without
thinking about it.

Whether hanging out with friends, online or in a
game, you want to feel like you belong. Designing
apps as social hubs, with all of the trends and
challenges of everyday life, means you will want to
get involved.

The Follower Count
A simple way to display popularity within a platform. Little is done
to differentiate between real people you know and care about and
people you won’t remember tomorrow.

you can choose to show only a selection
• On the bottom left-hand corner of every sheet there is

The Autoplay
An automatic, tailored content generator that serves you something
new before you have a chance to turn away.

The Experience Meter
A progress count on social apps and role- playing games that shows a
dedication to the platform.

https://theglassroom.org

of paper comprise the whole exhibition

The Infinite Scroll
Popular among social media apps, the never-ending feed of content
that ensures trance - like engagement.
Pull to Refresh
A pull and release technique used in slot machine games that translates
perfectly onto the smartphone screen.

Do you remember the last time you shared something that went viral?

Smartphones are fun and useful. But they’re powerful
tools of seduction. Every feature, colour and sound
has been ‘optimised’ by teams of designers and
psychologists to keep you hooked and coming
back for more. And these persuasive designs

are not only found in your smartphone, but also
tablets, computers, gaming consoles, smart home
appliances – you name it. Check out some of the
persuasive design strategies below. How many of
them look familiar?
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few A3 pages and a few A4 with the same title
• The A3 sheets of paper have cut marks (scissor icon) and
glue marks (glue icon). Please follow the instructions,
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on how to connect two A3 sheets of paper to form one large
central image.

2. Apply glue

3. Glue the two parts together using the printed guide

Working with tape
• We recommend working with tape to set - up the exhibition.
Using 4 pieces of tape p / sheet.
• Black masking tape (also called: washi tape)

– the pupil – shows the time spent on your

–

–

The Online Indicator
A visual cue to show others are available, ready and active online – even
if that might not be the case.
The Streak
A tool that measures ongoing engagement and loyalty. Longer streaks
are rewarded with visibility and generate pressure to compete with
others. Lose your streak and you have to start over.
Have you ever stayed on your phone too long because you didn’t want to
lose your streak?

When was the last time you swiped and scrolled without thinking?
Phone | 5 of 8

a code (  Title | 1 out of 10). Some documents will have a

1. Cutting

The New Trend
Setting new trends with an app, such as stickers, filters or rewards,
generates higher sign-up rates and boosts popularity.

The Checkpoint
Milestones in games and apps (such as a usage streak or level) create
an urge to keep going.

The Boosted Post
Viral or not, reblogging, retweeting or otherwise having your content
shared by others is one of the strongest ways to indicate social
acceptance.
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Data Detox Kits
Our easy guide to online privacy and wellbeing for visitors
to take away with them.
The new version has four chapters – Control, Shift, Escape and
with a new special chapter on Misinformation – and can be
printed on four sheets of double sided A4 paper.
We’ll send the PDFs for you to print out.
Alongside the exhibition assets we’ll send you a full set up
manual and resources for running your own workshops.
And we’ll also send you an evaluation survey to send back to
us after the event – telling us how it went, how many people
attended and your experience of hosting the event that we can
share with others.
If you want to host your own Glass Room event, please contact
us at events@tacticaltech.org, and we will get back to you
with full details.
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